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• Since late January of this year, controversy has been swirling around The Joe Rogan Experience podcast, available exclusively 
on Spotify. Responding to complaints from medical professionals that the podcast was dispensing misinformation about 
COVID-19, Neil Young requested that his music be removed from Spotify. A few other artists such as Joni Mitchell followed suit
while some Spotify-owned and exclusive podcasts suspended publishing.

• A few days later, Joe Rogan responded by pledging “to try [his] best to balance out these more controversial viewpoints” while 
Spotify announced plans to flag any episode that includes discussion about COVID-19. Many industry observers and 
commentators have offered their opinions since.

• While reaction keeps flowing in, much of the potential impact will boil down to how the general public feels about the 
controversy. How about JRE listeners and other podcast listeners? What’s the impact on Spotify users and subscribers? 

• To help answer these questions:

− Signal Hill Insights conducted a brief online survey among a representative sample of 1,513 Canadians aged 18+ on the 
Maru Voice Canada panel on February 2 and 3, 2022.  

− As a comparison, an abbreviated version of the same survey was conducted among 1,514 adult American adults using 
Maru’s Springboard America panel.

https://www.vulture.com/2022/01/joe-rogan-spotify-podcast-misinformation-open-letter.html
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/neil-young-demands-spotify-remove-music-vaccine-disinformation-1290020/
https://variety.com/2022/music/news/joni-mitchell-spotify-removing-music-joe-rogan-1235166691/
https://www.vulture.com/2022/01/joe-rogan-spotify-podcast-misinformation-open-letter.html
https://www.theverge.com/2022/1/30/22909432/spotify-covid-19-moderation-joe-rogan-vaccine-misinformation
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• Public opinion is polarized around The Joe Rogan Experience on Spotify.

− Canadian adults lean towards feeling Spotify has a responsibility to exert editorial control over the podcast. Meanwhile, 
American adults are divided between wanting Spotify to impose controls and feeling that Joe Rogan should be free to 
feature whatever content he feels would interest his audience.

− Extreme views exist on both sides of the issue. The vocal minority on each side are passionate, with opinions ranging from a 
desire to see Spotify itself shut down, to denial of any ‘misinformation’ on The Joe Rogan Experience whatsoever.

− Battle lines are drawn based on listenership to JRE. Opinions among Canadian podcast listeners are strongly tied to 
whether someone is a listener to The Joe Rogan Experience, with the controversy reinforcing each side’s convictions about 
the podcast.

• Potential impact of the controversy on use of Spotify and paid subscriptions is fluid.

− At the time the survey was conducted (February 2 and 3, 2022), most Spotify users in Canada, whether paid subscribers or 
listeners to the free ad-supported service, said the controversy has had no impact on their use of Spotify.

− However, a sizeable minority said they were either ‘thinking’ about alternatives with a few already taking some action.

− A total of 2% of Spotify users claim they had already canceled their subscription because of the controversy,
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• More than half of Canadian adults with an opinion on the controversy feel that Spotify should impose editorial controls 
on potentially dangerous content, with 26% saying they should tag podcast episodes that contain COVID information. 
On the other side of the ledger, 24% feel that there should be no content restrictions on The Joe Rogan Experience.

3. You may be aware of the recent controversy surrounding COVID-19 misinformation on Spotify, specifically on The Joe Rogan Experience podcast. A few musicians such as Neil Young 
and Joni Mitchell have asked their songs to be removed from Spotify, and some Spotify-owned or exclusive podcasts have suspended publishing new episodes until Spotify addresses 
the issue to their satisfaction. Which of the following would best describe how you feel about this controversy? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022 with an opinion of the controversy  (n=1,142)

53%

26%
16%

24%

Spotify has a responsibility to exert
editorial control over content that could

endanger public health

Spotify should allow this type of
content, but alert listeners to podcast

episodes that contain COVID
misinformation

It’s OK for The Joe Rogan Experience to 
present these points of view but they 
need to provide equal time to others 

who disagree

The Joe Rogan Experience should be
free to feature whatever guests or

commentary they feel would interest
their audience

*26% of adult Canadians indicated that they did not know enough about the issue to form an opinion
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Spotify has a responsibility to exert
editorial control over content that could

endanger public health

Spotify should allow this type of
content, but alert listeners to podcast

episodes that contain COVID
misinformation

It’s OK for The Joe Rogan Experience to 
present these points of view but they 
need to provide equal time to others 

who disagree

The Joe Rogan Experience should be
free to feature whatever guests or

commentary they feel would interest
their audience

Canada USA

• Unlike Canadian adults who lean towards wanting Spotify to exercise editorial control over controversial content, 
American adults’ opinions are balanced between the extremes of editorial control and unrestricted commentary, with 
relatively few selecting either of the middle ground options. 

3. You may be aware of the recent controversy surrounding COVID-19 misinformation on Spotify, specifically on The Joe Rogan Experience podcast. A few musicians such as Neil Young 
and Joni Mitchell have asked their songs to be removed from Spotify, and some Spotify-owned or exclusive podcasts have suspended publishing new episodes until Spotify addresses 
the issue to their satisfaction. Which of the following would best describe how you feel about this controversy? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022 with an opinion of the controversy (n=1,142); Americans age 18+ with an opinion on the controversy (n=1,092)

*26% of adult Canadians and 27% of adult Americans indicated that they did not know enough about the issue to form an opinion
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• Among the 4% of Canadians and 3% of Americans who offered opinions on the Joe Rogan controversy other than those 
listed in the questions, most expressed strong, often visceral, opinions, many of which fell to one extreme or the other.

“Spotify should be taken down.”

“The bastard is calling fire in a crowded building and its NOT free 
speech.”

“Joe Rogan has a history of saying controversial things and should 
have been kicked off Spotify a long time ago.”

“Joe Rogan should be removed from the Internet.”

“Joe Rogan should GO! I’m waiting a few more days and if it 
doesn’t happen, I’m cancelling my subscription and dropping 
Spotify.”

“Censorship should f*** right off.  I'm sick of the same one-track 
thought process from major media outlets.”

“There is no COVID misinformation on his show. It's just not what 
the Left wants you to hear.”

“When it comes to COVID science, sometimes yesterday's 
‘misinformation’ becomes today's truth.”

“I'm tired of ignorant people declaring that someone that doesn't 
agree with their world view is ‘spreading misinformation’.”

3. You may be aware of the recent controversy surrounding COVID-19 misinformation on Spotify, specifically on The Joe Rogan Experience podcast. A few musicians such as Neil Young 
and Joni Mitchell have asked their songs to be removed from Spotify, and some Spotify-owned or exclusive podcasts have suspended publishing new episodes until Spotify addresses 
the issue to their satisfaction. Which of the following would best describe how you feel about this controversy? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022 who volunteered an ‘other’ opinion (n=60); Americans age 18+ who volunteered an ‘other’ opinion (n=50)

Favour Strong Action Against Rogan/Spotify Favour No Oversight of Content by Spotify  
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46%

31%

18%
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28%

16%

39%
35%

24% 24%

45%

Spotify has a responsibility to exert
editorial control over content that could

endanger public health

Spotify should allow this type of
content, but alert listeners to podcast

episodes that contain COVID
misinformation

It’s OK for The Joe Rogan Experience to 
present these points of view but they 
need to provide equal time to others 

who disagree

The Joe Rogan Experience should be
free to feature whatever guests or

commentary they feel would interest
their audience

Apple Podcasts Spotify YouTube

• Despite JRE now being available exclusively on Spotify, Canadian podcast listeners who use YouTube most often are less 
likely to want any content restrictions on the show. Those who use Apple Podcasts most often to access podcasts are most 
likely to favour editorial controls.

3. You may be aware of the recent controversy surrounding COVID-19 misinformation on Spotify, specifically on The Joe Rogan Experience podcast. A few musicians such as Neil Young 
and Joni Mitchell have asked their songs to be removed from Spotify, and some Spotify-owned or exclusive podcasts have suspended publishing new episodes until Spotify addresses 
the issue to their satisfaction. Which of the following would best describe how you feel about this controversy? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022, Use Apple Podcasts most often (n=95); Use Spotify most often (n=97); Use YouTube most often (n=103)

*5%  who use Apple Podcast most often; 10% who use Spotify most often; and 11% of YouTube primaries indicated that they did not know enough about the issue to form an opinion
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Spotify has a responsibility to exert
editorial control over content that could

endanger public health

Spotify should allow this type of
content, but alert listeners to podcast

episodes that contain COVID
misinformation

It’s OK for The Joe Rogan Experience to 
present these points of view but they 
need to provide equal time to others 

who disagree

The Joe Rogan Experience should be
free to feature whatever guests or

commentary they feel would interest
their audience

Non-JRE Listeners Past Month JRE Listeners

• Among past month podcast listeners in Canada, those who listen to The Joe Rogan Experience were largely in favour of 
a hands-off approach, while most podcast listeners who never listen to JRE want Spotify to exert editorial control.

3. You may be aware of the recent controversy surrounding COVID-19 misinformation on Spotify, specifically on The Joe Rogan Experience  podcast. A few musicians such as Neil Young 
and Joni Mitchell have asked their songs to be removed from Spotify, and some Spotify-owned or exclusive podcasts have suspended publishing new episodes until Spotify addresses 
the issue to their satisfaction. Which of the following would best describe how you feel about this controversy? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022, podcast listeners who  listened to The Joe Rogan Experience in the past month (n=108); never listen to The Joe Rogan Experience (n=247)

*11% of past month podcast listeners who don’t listen to JRE, and 1% of past month JRE listeners indicated that they did not know enough about the issue to form an opinion
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• Most Canadian podcast listeners who never listen to The Joe Rogan Experience have been further turned-off by the 
controversy, while more than half of JRE listeners say the controversy has made them more interested in listening.

9. What impact has this controversy had on your interest in listening to or watching The Joe Rogan Experience podcast? 
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022, podcast listeners who  listened to The Joe Rogan Experience in the past month (n=109); never listen toThe Joe Rogan Experience (n=270)

3%

52%
24%

41%
73%

7%

Non-JRE Listeners Past month JRE Listeners

Made me LESS interested

Same amount of interest

Made me MORE interested
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• Most Canadian Spotify users—with or without paid subscriptions—say that the Joe Rogan controversy has no impact on 
how they feel about using the streaming platform. However, nearly 3-in-10 paid subscribers and more than one-third of 
those without a paid subscription are starting to look elsewhere.

4. What impact, if any, has the Joe Rogan controversy had on how you feel about your paid subscription to Spotify?
5A. What kind of impact, if any, has the Joe Rogan controversy had on how you feel about using Spotify for music streaming or podcasts?
Base: Canadians age 18+, Feb 2022, have a paid Spotify subscription (n=208); Listen to Spotify and do not have a paid subscription (n=293)

71%

19%

10%

Spotify users with a paid subscription

I haven't cancelled my Spotify
subscription yet, but I plan to

Has me thinking about canceling
my Spotify subscription

Has no impact on how I feel about
my Spotify subscription

63%

25%

12%

Spotify users without a paid subscription

Already shifted my music streaming
and/or podcast listening elsewhere

Has me thinking about alternatives
for music streaming and/or podcasts

Has no impact on how I feel about
using Spotify

* 2% of all Spotify users claim they have already canceled their paid Spotify subscription due to the controversy

* *
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• Signal Hill Insights is a media research consultancy with a deep expertise in audio content. We partner 
with broadcasters, publishers and advertisers to tap new opportunities in audio. 

• Among our research services:

− Brand Lift Studies:  Checking that your campaign is working at the top as well as the bottom of the marketing funnel

− Brand Health Studies:  We help you monitor how well your business is satisfying your audiences’ changing needs

− Qualitative Research:  Focus groups, personal interviews, or ethnography to bring the changing audio landscape  into focus

− Content Testing:  Moment-by-moment dial testing to dig into the strengths and weakness of your audio content

− Environmental Scans:  When you need an overview of a new trend, our environmental scan can help you make sense of it all

• Click here if you’d like to receive our bi-weekly newsletter of insights from across the audio landscape.

• Or, If you’d like to know more about how we could help you, please contact info@signalhillinsights.com

https://signalhillinsights.com/
https://signalhillinsights.com/newsletter/
mailto:info@signalhillinsights.com

